Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators
Membership Benefits

- Information
- Awards & Grants
- Chance to Volunteer
- Online Community
- Conferences
- Regional Chapters
- Networking
- Exposure
AK SCBWI

Our Authors,
Our Books,
and How We Can Help
Membership Benefits

- Critique Groups
- Conferences
- Workshops
- Local Networking
Susi Gregg Fowler

Arctic Aesop's Fables
Twelve Retold Tales

Susi Gregg Fowler & Illustrations by Jim Fowler
Cherie B. Stihler

The Giant Cabbage
An Alaska Folktales

The Cabin
That Moose Built
An Alaska Tale

The Sourdough Man
An Alaska Folktales

Polar Polka
Counting sled dogs in Alaska

Wiggle-Waggle
WOOF!

Squishy, Squishy
A Book About Mushing, Alaska
Kate Sullivan at Delacorte won at auction two books in a new YA series by AdriAnne Strickland and Michael Miller, pitched in the vein of Joss Whedon’s Firefly with elements of Marie Lu’s Legend. The first, Shadow Run, follows the orphaned Qole, a young but savvy captain of a ragtag crew on a “fishing” starship, who have just become the focus of a corporate arms race; and Nev, the prince whose mission to exploit them turns into one to save them. The first book is planned for fall 2016; Kirsten Carleton at Waxman Leavell brokered the deal for North American rights.
Jen Funk Weber

Been There, Done That: Reading Animal Signs

Alaska's Puzzle Bears: A Children's Puzzle Book
AK SCBWI

Michael Bania
Libby Hatton
Barbara Lavallee
D. Katharine Adams
Beth Peluso
Marie Reid
AK SCBWI

How can we help YOU?
EdTech Infusion is inspired by the mission of providing empowering EdTech professional development for teachers, by teachers.

We are committed to engaging and empowering teachers through a practical training approach that addresses real challenges and offers tangible solutions tailored to individual staff needs. We utilize online collaborative tools and social media to engage teachers in an interactive training model and to provide ongoing support that promotes effective technology integration with a long-lasting impact.

**Superhero Challenges**
- Individual Teacher Challenges
- Fun, social media fueled EdTech Superhero Challenge
- Staff Challenges
  - Customized staff challenge to meet your training needs

**Consulting**
- Skype Consulting Sessions
  - Develop a customized plan to become your own EdTech Superhero
- Consulting Services
  - Contract our services to guide a comprehensive EdTech integration plan at your school site

**Workshops**
- Virtual
  - Limited budget for on-site training?
  - Our interactive, virtual workshops offer the same great training at a reasonable cost
- On Site
  - Address your EdTech needs with an interactive, hands on, solution-based workshop approach

info@edtechinfused.com
www.edtechinfused.com
EDTECH SUPER HERO
CHALLENGE

Kickstart Tech Integration in Your Classroom!

- Learn new skills for daily tech use in the K-12 setting!
- Feel comfortable and confident using tech devices daily for a variety of purposes!
- Learn tech management and troubleshooting skills to reduce frustration and wasted instructional time!
- Start the shift to a student-centered, interactive classroom!
- Daily point system to track progress!
- Giveaways!!!
- Earn Badges for learning new skills!

50% OFF

COUPON CODE: LIBRARIANSROCK

UNLEASH YOUR INNER EDTECH SUPERHERO!

EDTECH SUPERHERO CHALLENGE STARTS APRIL 4TH!

info@edtechinfused.com
www.edtechinfused.com
FUNDING

SCBWI.org – Amber Brown Grant

DonorsChoose.org – Public School Teacher Grants

UnsungHeroes.scholarshipamerica.org – Unsung Heroes Awards Program